Martin Gold
Martin has fine-tuned his act to the After Dinner market, able to deliver his
speech without a trace of smut, or foul language. He can also tailor his act to
suit the particular client if needed, and has also presented a host of corporate
videos. Martin is also in demand as a TV warm up artiste, having worked on
such shows as “This is Your Life”, “Stars in Their Eyes”, and more recently
“This is my moment.”.
towards the event. He is a very amicable person both on and off stage.
Martin has enjoyed a lifetime in Television, since his days as a star of
“Summertime Special” to his regular appearances on the “New Comedians”
show.
Looking at Martin it seems impossible that his professional career started over
twenty years ago as a stand up comedy impressionist. He quickly progressed
into stand up comedy, and subsequently became a big hit with the theatre
audiences.
During these years, he supported such names as Ken Dodd, Les Dawson, Gene
Pitney, Mickey Rooney and Al Martino.
Martin completed four seasons topping the bill in Jersey, three in Newquay,
and several seasons headlining for Warner Holidays and Stakis Hotels.
More recently, Martin has found himself in demand by several cruise lines and
has become so popular international cruise ships now make up a great deal of
his work.

"Martin had to follow me and Alec Stewart at a cricket dinner, which is obviously a bit like singing after Sinatra and Dean
Martin. It was midnight before he got on, but he turned it round brilliantly and had a bunch of drunk cynical cricketers
laughing their heads off. I thought his act was sharp and very funny."
Piers Morgan
"A master of his trade, Innovative, up to date, yet delivered in a way that can only be described as perfection"
Roy Barraclough M.B.E
" Top class comedy entertainment - dispatched a battery of jokes gratefully acknowledged by the audience which he had
eating out of his hand almost as soon as he came on stage.."
The Stage & Television Today
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A Golden Speaker- 24ct Comedy!

Martin is always immaculately dressed and carries a very professional attitude

